A localized wavepacket for noncommutative linear motion is constructed at a noncommutative space-time point. In Abelian linear motion, Dirac spinor is used with a normalized metric tensor. In Non-Abelian linear motion, a plane wave solution is presented with chracteristic equations for isospin polarization vectors. By connection of noncommutative rest state to noncommutative mass pole condition, corresponding weak mixing angle and symmetry breaking function are evaluated. *
I. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the investigation of local gauge transformation of noncommutative field, the vector part of spin differential operator has been redefined to give a consistent transformation law along isospin direction τ α [1] . Even though the redefined vector spin operator shows a concise result, it seems strange that there are two kinds of definition, one for classical variable and the other for state function, for given single motion. Since the difference in definition means different isospin transformation rules, corresponding mass 4-vector is required to get two kinds of normalization through Lorentz invariant relation. A study on this point may be necessary to clear the ambiguity on very basic of confined noncommutative concept.
To solve the noncommutative linear motion, it is essential to separate the equation of motion into Abelian part and non-Abelian part which is assured by separation of total differential operator to corresponding parts. For Abelian linear motion in section 2, we show that it is possible to follow the framework of Dirac theory and possibly parts of noncommutative QED [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] with normalized metric tensor, g µν R . For non-Abelian linear motion in section 3, we need to solve a new kind of equation in isospin space due to the non-Abelian boost with ǫ = ǫτ . Fortunately, it just requires a simple method, solving eigen equations, by care on our purpose, a construction of localized wave packet in isospin space from linear motion.
II. ABELIAN LINEAR MOTION
From the linear motion of a noncommutative momentum, P αµ R (ǫ), which is governed by two independent Lorentz boost parameters, β for external motion and ǫ for internal motion, the corresponding equation of motion with a specified momentum, spin and isospin may be described as [8] 
Since the wave function can be separated to ψ α (x, β) = ψ(x)χ α (β) by separation of differential operator
for external motion, ∂
, it is possible to solve two different equations such as, for Abelian linear motion responsible to momentum β and spin s,
and for Non-Abelian linear motion responsible to isospin, I
Throughout this work, reference direction of three variables will be taken as the longitudinal polarization of spin and isospin,β =ŝ =Î.
For Abelian linear motion, there is no difference to solution structure of Dirac equations except for the normalized metric tensors, g
with η µν = diag(1, −1, −1, −1). The normalized mass 4-vector, m ν ∓ includes three variables, momentum, β, spin direction, θ, ϕ, and isospin velocity, ǫ, or symmetry breaking function, f (ǫ). A precise value of normalized mass depends on initial or final conditions [8] . The ∓ signs reflects antisymmetric and symmetric noncommutative momentum, respectively. Normalized momentum, P µ R , is a linear combination of ordinary momentum, P ν , through the relation, P µ R = g µν R P ν , To find a rest energy solution from the normalized equation of motion,
if we take the rest state as β = 0, then the contributions from each momentum components, P x , P y , P z , give inconsistent results with the known solutions of Dirac equation. It must follow the established framework of Dirac theory since the normalized momentum is not non-local but local in space-time [1] . This point may be cleared if we recall that the only difference in confined normalized momentum with ordinary momentum is in imposing spin to momentum of a point particle. Thus we arrived at a conclusion that the ordinary rest state, β = 0, does not correspond to the normalized rest state, in general. What we mean the normalized rest is exactly defined as P R = 0 to make a consistent local theory. Therefore we can find a plane wave solution of normalized rest equation
such as
The general form of normalized plane wave solution is
where β R = P R /m 0 and P
, for antisymmetric part, R = −. We note that the symmetric part, R = +, generates additional term [9] . It is interesting to note on that the normalized metric tensor, g µν R , is at the same position in wavefunction as if the noncommutative parameter, θ µν , of non-local geometric noncommutative theory [7] . The point implies some parts of the recent development in the theories may be possibly connected to each other. Since the normalized metric tensor commutes with Dirac gamma matrix, we are completely within the framework of Dirac theory with the localized wave packet at normalized space-time point,
including spin. We note that the wave function has two components, ψ ∓ , according to x ∓ . Considering on the noncommutative rest condition with P = m 0 cγβ,
the external rest condition
implies, for longitudinal spin polarization as a specific example [8] ,
Therefore we identify the corresponding internal rest condition as the noncommutative mass pole condition with a specified value of Lorentz symmetry breaking function [8] 
which give corresponding values of isospin velocities, ǫ, and weak mixing angles.
We may conclude that from the noncommutative rest state, the internal rest states are depends on spin states in proper frame of reference and are degenerate with two for f < 0 or three for f = 0 or four for f > 0 different isospin velocities for given spin states, by following the shape of Lorentz symmetry breaking function, f (ǫ). In brief, description on collision process expect to use the ordinary QED and the noncommutative QED methods.
III. NON-ABELIAN LINEAR MOTION
The unique feature from local noncommutative theory would be in providing the isospin wavefunction, χ α (β) = ( χ 0 (β), χ(β) ), as isoscalar wavefunction and isovector wavefunction in isospin space. Our purpose in this section is same as the Abelian case, to find a localized wave packet in isospin space, τ , with isospin polarization vector, I. The internal boost equation
can be written as convenient form by using,
where the index, j=0,1,2,3, does not represent summation index. 
It is convenient to set-up the reference direction as longitudinal polarization of spin and isospin,β =ŝ =Î to find a simple solution. For arbitrary direction of isospin, the same technics in spin polarization may be used [8] . With the constraint, all three spaces are described in a common coordinate system. First condition to find a plane wave is to work in linear differential equation not in second order differential equation to construct localized wave packet. Therefore we are not trying to tackle on second order wave equation. Next condition is finiteness of wavefunction at origin and at infinity, i,e, at β = 0 and β → 1. Last condition could be on separating the wavefunction to matrix-independent and dependent parts, χ(β) = G(β)χ, since the isospin doublet structure is independent on the magnitude of particle velocity, β. From the considerations, we write
where ∇ s χ = 0 is assumed to find a simple solution. In this case, the constituents of isospin doublet function, χ, should be independent on the variables, β, θ, ϕ. The unknown vector, I, may be identified, in analogous to polarization condition of Dirac spinor,
as an isospin polarization vector. Since the isospin direction is taken as polarization direction, I = IÎ = Iβ, the matrix-independent wavefunction, G(β), can be calculated from
with the definition of differential operator, ∇ s ,
The matrix-independent, scalar wavefunction is given by
with unknown value of I. We note that the β is interchangeable to spin variable by β = s 0 /s. In general, we can also calculate the angle dependence, G(θ) and G(ϕ). The unknown I is easily decided from the chracteristic equations, the second equation in (20), in rectangular coordinate system of isospin space, τ .
Each isospin polarization vectors, (I, I
), along isospin directions, τ α , are determined with the corresponding eigenvalues, ǫ 0 and ǫ. For example, the isoscalar component of isospin polarization vector becomes
Regarding to finiteness of isospin function, G(β) in this longitudinal case, we show G(β) = 1 at β = 0, independent on magnitude of isospin polarization, I, i.e, the isospin velocity ǫ. For infinite distance, β → 1, we need to evaluate ǫ-dependence of the eigenvalue ǫ 0 . Since, with an approximation m 0 /m 0 = 1, ǫ 0 = 1, 0, ∓1/ √ 3 at ǫ = 0, 1/2, ±1/ √ 3, we find G(β = 1) = 0 with sign conventions, negative isospin velocity for positive eigenvalue and vice versa. Noting on particle for positive energy and antiparticle for negative energy, we may take same convention, particle for positive isoscalar eigenvalue and antiparticle for negative isoscalar eigenvalue such as
where I = ǫ 0 . The corresponding eigenfunctions normalized to unity can be found with isospin doublet structure. For positive eigenvalue, ǫ j = +I
and for negative eigenvalue,
with
Two kinds of representations for each signs of eigenvalue represents one for χ + , and the other for χ − . Since the doublet structure has unusual property that for isoscalar with χ − representation and for I = I z , the only upper part of negative eigenfunction survive in contrast to electroweak isospin double structure. To working on the point seems to be necessary for further development. Since we have now constructed a plane wave in isospin space corresponding to positive and negative eigenvalue,
it is possible to proceed on finding a localized wavepacket for combined state of the Abelian and Non-Abelian motion. The noncommutative plane wave may be written as a combined state
where I(ǫ, β) = I(ǫ) ln
, and for Dirac spinor with isospinor.
Therefore we write a localized noncommutative wavepacket for longitudinal isospin polarization.
The isospin summation is presumed for quantized value. For the continuous value, normalization should be considered. We note that I(ǫ, β) = 0 at a proper frame of reference. In brief, throughout the analysis on Abelian linear motion, the meaning of confined noncommutative momentum is definitely recognized as a local noncommutative theory. The similar role of normalized metric tensor, g µν R , and the noncommutative parameter, θ µν , suggests to use partly the well-studied noncommutative QED methods. Considering on renormalizability could be most important next subject in Abelian linear motion. In the Non-Abelian linear motion, the inconsistent isospin doublet structure attracts many things in the view of left-handed neutrino. However we have just tried a prototype solution to gain a brief idea on the state function. A notable thing could be we have an additional tool which may give a deeper insight of spin and isospin structure. From the eigenvalue relation, the unknown invariant mass 4-vector acquires additional 4 relations which is an important progress toward fixing of the free parameters.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that Abelian part of moncommutative linear motion has been exactly placed in ordinary Dirac equation with the normalized metric tensor, g µν R . By finding the plane wave solution of Non-Abelian linear motion, a localized wavepacket for combined state of Abelian and Non-Abelian linear motion is constructed within longitudinal isospin polarization case. We found that the confined noncommutative momentum theory is precisely a local theory in ordinary space-time manifold for point particle.
